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ADOPT A WEEKLY SALVAGE TARGET

MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO SCORE A "BULL"

With America, at war and needing vast quantities of war materials for

herself, there is moire need than ever that every nerve and sinew must be

strained to make Salvage collections even greater.

Every scrap of paper, metal, bones and rag is invaluable as future

munitions of war. That old envelope can be converted into a wad for a rifle

or machine-gun bullet. A ton of old paper will make joints in a mile of

concrete runway for a bomber aerodrome. Those joints prevent the concrete

cracking through changes in the temperature.

Each ton of paper or metal collected makes a definite amount of vital war

material -- and remember that a ton of "scrap" metal also saves the labour

of smelting down three or four tons of ore, and saves a ton of coal used for

smelting; and it also saves the railway space used for carrying the ore and

coal.

"Town Targets" have as their aim the collection of sufficient paper and

metal, each week, to supply the quantity of munitions which form the "Targets."

HOW CAN OUR TOWN HELP?

The quota suggested by the Ministry of Supply as easily achievable

consists of one ton of paper and one ton of metal from each thousand of

population per month, and one cwt. of bones per month from each thousand of

population.

Below are given the weekly figures applicable to towns of various sizes

and a few suggestions of what they would provide in munitions.

25,000 POPULATION (Approx.)

Paper -
- 6 1/4 tons weekly would make 46,875 Gun Fuses or

375,000 dust covers for aero-engines.

Metal - - 6 1/4 tons weekly would make three Naval Mines.

Bones - - 6 1/4 cwts. weekly give: three-quarters cwt. of glycerine

which is used to make nitro-glycerine for explosives;

three-quarters cwt. of glue for binding certain parts of

aircraft and in camouflage paint, etc.; and the residue

makes feeds for animals, and fertilisers for growing food.

50,000 POPULATION (Approx.)

Paper - - 12 1/2 tons weekly, would make: 7,500 Bomb Interior Con-

tainers or 112,500 Interior Components for Mines.

Metal - - 12 1/2 tons weekly makes three Bofors Guns, or 100 500 lb.

Bombs.

Bones - - 12 1/2 cwts, weekly yield an eighth their weight of

glycerine, an eighth of glue for binding aircraft parts,

animal feeds, and fertiliser for growing food.

100,000 POPULATION (Approx.)

Paper -
- 25 tons weekly would make 12,500 cases for 40 mm.

shells or 62,500 boxes for aero-cannon shells.

Metal - - 25 tons weekly would make 200 500 lb. bombs or

2,500 Bren Guns.
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150,000 Population (approx.)

Paper - 37 1/2 tons weekly provides 112,500 Mortar Shell Carriers

or 225,000 Bomb Interior Containers.

Metal - 37 1/2 tons weekly provides two A.A. guns plus five Befors

Guns, or one Cruiser Tank plus one A.A: Gun plus 250

Bren Guns.

200,000 Population (approx)

Paper - 50 tons weekly would make 5,000 Anti-aircraft 4.5 Shell

Containers or 21,000 3" H.E. Mortar Bomb Carriers.

Metal - 50 tons provides two Cruiser Tanks plus four Befors Guns,

or three Anti-aircraft Guns plus 250 4.5 A.A. Shells.

There's your target! Which shall it be?

Mines, or Guns, or Tanks - or all? Aero-engine covers, shell

containers, or fuses?

Set the Salvage totals soaring, and do not cease to strive for

new record totals.

That is the citizen’s quickest way to Victory.

SALVAGE AND RECOVERY BOARD

MINISTRY OF SUPPLY
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